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This year’s April Break Program looked a lot different due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Like most of the world, we
pivoted our programming to the online environment.
Although it was virtual, the essence of our April Break
Program still remained the same where we strived to
provide young people from the Jane and Finch community
with the skills needed for work and employment and to
expose our youth to different career opportunities. 

This year was no exception as we hosted our mentors,
current Westview students, and future mentees from
Brookview and Oakdale who eagerly joined our April Break
Program. As always, our young people brought the energy
and enthusiasm especially now during this challenging time. 

As you will see in the following pages, SBL’s mandate of
being youth-led and exposing our young people to as many
opportunities as possible remains the forefront of why we
do what we do. In light of the pandemic and our
programming being pivoted virtually, our theme this year
was examining different careers while working from home. 

We would like to give a special thank you to our youth and
the SBL Staff Team in making the SBL program a success!

Introduction/
Acknowledgement 
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What's yourpassion?
Workshop with Cristal HinesWorkshop with Cristal Hines

Success Beyond Limits kicked
of the Virtual March Break
Program by inviting Cristal
Hines to facilitate a workshop
called “What is your passion?”

Often students entering high school have no
clue how important it is to plan for their future
as early as possible. Cristal was able to
highlight different ways students could
identify their passion, along with turning their
passion into profit and early planning for
future career paths. 

One thing the students learned was before
starting your career journey, it’s imperative to
understand what you’re naturally good at and
allow that to be the foundation of your career. 

Students also had a chance to learn about
the importance of networking, building
relationships and trying new things which in
turn are significant things to know. 
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I learned that it’s not really so much about
the job the pays you so much. It’s about
finding your passion and using it to your
advantage. With that in mind you’ll make a
thriving business that you actually enjoy
what you’re doing. Finding your passion may
not come easily, but with some time
dedicated to self-reflection you can find it. 
– Lois Obeng 
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Career Panel
The most common question a young person
would be asked in his or her lifetime is
“What do you want to do as a career in the
future?” and for many young people living in
the Jane and Finch community, this question
is often met with uncertainty because there
is not much exposure and information
available to them of the different career
possibilities that exist. 

However, this is why our SBL career panel
happens each year, because it provides
youth the opportunity to learn more about
the different careers options that are
available. Aligning with this year’s theme of
exploring careers while working from home,
our career panelists provided key insight of
their unique journey to success but also how
their work has pivoted and transitioned due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

One common connection that the youth immediately
picked up on was that it is essential to be passionate in
what you do as a career as well as the importance of
self-care, especially in difficult times like these. 

SpecialSpecial thanks to our career panelists: Zahra Joseph-Wilson, Vivan Ntiri, Ellis Tahoe, Jyothee Murali, and Renecia Clarke! thanks to our career panelists: Zahra Joseph-Wilson, Vivan Ntiri, Ellis Tahoe, Jyothee Murali, and Renecia Clarke!  



“What I enjoyed the most was
when we got to meet and see
people who were lawyers,
artists, and nurses because it
was great to see them doing
what they loved and hearing
why they do it. I also liked when
we went into different breakout
rooms and we created our
elevator pitch with the help of
Shyanne giving us an example.” 
– Menanyamba Ngyani 

“What I enjoyed was
getting to explore the

different careers because
it definitely showed me
some new things that I

could probably do in the
future, I also enjoyed the

time management because
it can really help me

manage my time better.” 
– Damonte Stewart
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The book talk was facilitated by SBL family: Sam Tecle
(Researcher & teacher) and Kadiatu Barrie (SBL Alumni).
Sam and Kadiatu asked questions about Cole's work as
a journalist, an activist and even talked defunding the
police and Black resistance, joy and freedom.  

Coincidentally, during the event expanded police powers
were announced by Premier Doug Ford which were later
walked back which reinforced the importance and
relevance of the topics we were discussing. With the
event, the curiosity of SBL Mentors and Mentees were
piqued just in time for when they will receive their
personalized signed copy.

Desmond 
Cole
On April 16th, we hosted
Canadian author, journalist
and activist Desmond Cole
for a 'Conversation with
the Author' event
discussing his award
winning book "The Skin
We're in: A Year of Black
Resistance and Power."

Photo Source: Librairie Drawn & Quarterly (March 2020)

Sam Tecle
Kadiatu Barrie

ModeratorsModerators  

Conversation withConversation with
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Interviews can be an intimidating process but if you
know how to properly prepare you can go through the
process with confidence. During the interview
workshop, students got to role play and experience
what an actual interview process is like. A wide range
of preparation tips were given from what to do before,
during and after an interview. Students had a chance to
learn how an elevator pitch can benefit them from a job
fair to an interview or even if they meet someone from
their dream job. Student also had the opportunity to
understand how to answer trick questions such as
“what is your weakness?” This workshop overall
helped students build confidence talking about
themselves in positive ways.   

Before an interview, you need a good resume to get
you into the room. We took some time to talk about
what a potential employer will look at when reviewing
your resume. This was the question and our young
people want an answer. We made connections to the
experiences our youth currently have to potential job
options. Thinking about how stories can be told on a
resume, we’ve taken resume writing and turned it into
an art, something that we can all feel comfortable with
at any age. Our session ended with having youth go
home with their own resume to build from.

"I found the SBL April
Break program helpful,
because it helped me
gain information about
how to prepare for
interviews and how to
find out what I want to
do and find my passion.
It educated me on
things I never knew and
now I feel like I will be
ready for the
workspace.” 
– Menanyamba Ngyani

MockMock
InterviewsInterviews

Resume-BuildingResume-Building
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92%

of attendees felt more
confident ready for

employment

100%

of attendees felt they better
understand ways to achieve

career goals

92%

of participants stated that
they built good relationships

with staff, including other
students and mentors

90
of participants & mentors

gained insight on how 
to make themselves

appealing to employers

% %

of participants stated
they gained an in-depth

understanding of
different careers

100
of grade 8 students felt the

program helped them to think
about what they want to do

after high school

%100
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“I found the SBL April Break to be really helpful. It

opened my eyes to other opportunities and how to

plan and go about my journey in high school to

better prepare for my future. I’ve learnt some

interesting careers that were pretty cool and

actively participated in various workshops.” 
– Lois Obeng 

“One important thing I took away from the
program was to always answer the "what's
your weakness" question with something

good but has its pros and cons.” 
– Anicia Peirre-Samuel

“I found April Break helpful because it helped me in
trying to overcome my difficulties right now with

doubting myself. Seeing these people have
motivated me to not give up.” 

– Dylan Singh 
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@SUCCESSBL

@SUCCESSBLJF

/SUCCESSBEYONDLIMITS


